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Abstract



lieved that contextual information plays an important role in image understanding. Individual tasks such as object detection, scene segmentation, and geometric inference, should be integrated and enhance each other to resolve the inherent ambiguity existing in each of them. Several computational frameworks [8, 12] have been developed towards this purpose, in which a dense confidence map for object detection is an indispensable step. The main limitation of a histogram-based sliding window is its high computational cost. For an image of size n × n, a window of size r × r and a histogram of dimension B, a straightforward method scans n2 windows, scans r2 pixels per window to construct the histogram and scans B bins of the histogram to evaluate the objective function1 . The overall complexity O(n2 (r2 + B)) is prohibitive when either n, r or B is large. Several techniques have been proposed to remove the r2 factor and reduce the complexity to O(n2 B) [11, 22, 16]. When the histogram dimension B is large, such techniques do not scale well. Unfortunately, high dimensional histograms now are commonplace for solving many vision problems, e.g., color histograms for object tracking [6]) (B = 323 ), LBP [1] for face recognition/detection (B can be hundreds) and bag of visual words for image retrieval [14] or object detection [5, 2] (B is typically hundreds or thousands). To alleviate the computational cost for high dimensional histograms, we propose an efficient method with a constant complexity in the histogram dimension. As demonstrated later in the paper, for object detection task using support vector machine with a non-linear kernel and bag of visual words model, which are leading techniques [5, 2], our method can achieve up to a hundred times speedup over existing techniques, reducing the computation time from minutes to seconds. In addition, it facilitates the subsequent contextual information fusion [8, 12] and makes such techniques much more practical. Our method is also helpful for object tracking tasks, where real-time running performance is usually desired. To achieve good running performance, previous methods either



Many computer vision problems rely on computing histogram-based objective functions with a sliding window. A main limiting factor is the high computational cost. Existing computational methods have a complexity linear in the histogram dimension. In this paper, we propose an efficient method that has a constant complexity in the histogram dimension and therefore scales well with high dimensional histograms. This is achieved by harnessing the spatial coherence of natural images and computing the objective function in an incremental manner. We demonstrate the significant performance enhancement by our method through important vision tasks including object detection, object tracking and image saliency analysis. Compared with stateof-the-art techniques, our method typically achieves from tens to hundreds of times speedup for those tasks.



1. Introduction A histogram is a discretized distribution that measures the occurrence frequency of quantized visual features, e.g., pixel intensity/color [6], gradient orientation [9, 17], texture patterns [1] or visual words [14]. Such a representation is a reasonable trade-off between computational simplicity, discriminability and robustness to geometric deformations. Computing a histogram-based objective function with a sliding window is common in solving computer vision problems such as object detection [1, 17, 5], object tracking [16], and image filtering [22]. The objective function is evaluated on a window sliding over the entire image and this is computationally very intensive. Although there exists efficient local optimum search method [6] for tracking and global optimum search method [5] for detection, such a dense evaluation is often inevitable. For example, in object tracking, one often needs to conduct a full frame search for small, fast-moving objects [3, 16]. Computing a dense confidence map for object detection is of special importance. In spite of significant progresses in object detection recently [2], accurate detection of general objects still remains a challenging task. It is generally be-



1 We assume a bin-additive objective function. Such functions are a large family and commonly used in vision problems.
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use large size features but perform local search [6, 18], or perform full frame search but use small size features [11, 3, 25, 16]. Our method can achieve real-time performance using both high dimensional histogram features and full frame search. To our best knowledge, it is the first time that such a high performance is achieved when both n and B are large. Our method is inspired by the image smoothness prior, i.e., natural images usually possess smooth appearance. Consequently, the quantized visual features are also spatially coherent and a histogram of a sliding window typically changes slowly. As illustrated in Figure 1, when a window slides by one column, 2r pixels change [13] and the number of changed histogram bins, denoted as 2sr, is usually much smaller. Therefore only a few bins of the histogram need to be updated. Here s is a factor between 0 and 1. Its value depends on the smoothness of the image and indicates how sparsely the histogram changes. In our experiments, we observe that for most natural images the range of this value is s ∈ [0.03, 0.3]. Based on the above observation, our method performs histogram construction and objective function evaluation in an incremental manner simultaneously, and resulting computational complexity is O(n2 · min(B, 2sr)). It subsumes the complexity O(n2 B) of previous methods and will be much faster when B  2sr.



2. Previous Fast Computational Methods Fast histogram computation Integral histogram [11] approach computes a histogram over an arbitrary rectangle in O(B) time. Each bin is computed in a constant time via a pre-computed integral image. When B  r2 , this is very efficient. Because the pre-computation of integral images has O(n2 B) complexity in both time and memory, its usage is limited for large images and high dimensional histograms. For n = 512, B = 1000, 1G memory is required and pre-computation takes about one second, which cannot be simply ignored sometimes. Distributive histogram approach [22, 16] utilizes the distributivity property that a histogram over two regions is the sum of two histograms on these regions. As the window slides by one column, the histogram is updated by adding a new column histogram and removing an old one in O(B) time. When a row scanning is finished and the window slides downwards, all the column histograms are updated by removing the top pixel and adding the bottom pixel in O(1) time. Both above approaches have O(B) complexity in histogram construction and function evaluation. Although histogram construction in [22, 16] can be accelerated several times via SIMD instructions, function evaluation could be much more complex and dominate the computation time, e.g., an SVM classifier with a non-linear kernel. It is crucial to reduce O(B) for such functions.
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Figure 1. As the window slides by one column, 16 pixels changed but only 3 histogram bins changed. The histogram index map is generated with quantized visual words as explained in section 4.1.



Branch-and-bound Such methods [5, 19, 4] find the global optimal window in sub-linear time by iterating between: 1) branching the parameter space into sub-regions and; 2) bounding the objective function over those regions. The algorithm always splits the region with best bounds until the region contains only one point and can no longer be split, implying that the global optimum is found. A tight bounding function is required for fast convergence. Such bounds have been derived for histogram based functions such as linear SVM classifier and χ2 similarity [5, 4], and the technique has shown excellent running performance in object detection and image retrieval. Still, there are a few limitations. Because integral histogram is used to evaluate the bounding function and each bin needs two integral images (twice memory), the memory problem is more serious when B is large. It efficiently finds the global optimal window but does not evaluate other windows. This is appropriate for an accurate objective function with a clear and desirable peak, but hard for a function that is flat (uncertain) or multi-mode, e.g., an image without or with multiple objects in object detection/tracking. In such cases its computational complexity increases and could be as bad as an exhaustive search in the worst case.2 Our method is complementary to the above techniques. It scales well with the histogram dimension in both memory and time. It performs dense function evaluation efficiently and can be applied to objective functions that branch-andbound method is hard to apply due to the difficulty in obtaining a tight bound, e.g., an SVM with a non-linear kernel. 2 It has been shown in [19] that the worst complexity can be improved for a specific objective function



F(h) dot product/linear SVM L2 norm histogram intersection L1 norm



fb (hb ) hb · mb (hb − mb )2 min(hb , mb ) |hb − mb |



time 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.1



χ2 distance Bhattacharyya similarity entropy SVM with χ2 kernel



√hb +mb hb · mb h log hb b sv w ∗ χ2 (hb , mkb ) k k=1



7.1 64.8 93.9 460



(hb −mb )2



Table 1. Several functions in form (1) and their relative computational costs (sv = 50 for SVM). The running time numbers are measured by running these functions millions of times on a modern CPU. {mb }B b=1 is either a model histogram or a support vector to which the feature histogram h is compared. {wk }sv k=1 is the weight of support vectors in SVM.



3. Efficient Histogram-Based Sliding Window Let h = {h1 , ..., hB } denote the feature histogram of the window and F(h) denote the objective function. As the window slides, it is unnecessary to evaluate F across the entire histogram but sufficient to only update the affected part. This requires that F is incrementally computable, i.e., there exists a function F  simpler than F, such that 



F(h + δh) = F(h) + F (δh, h). 



Therefore incremental computation of F (δh, h) is more efficient than re-evaluating F(h + δh). In this paper, we study bin-additive functions F, i.e., that can be expressed as summation3 of functions defined on individual bins, B  F(h) = fb (hb ). (1) b=1



Table 1 summarizes several functions in this family that are commonly used in vision problems, e.g., various bin-tobin histogram distances or so called quasi-linear histogram kernels [2]. It is easy to see that F is incrementally computable, B



F(h + δh) = B  fb (hb ) + = b=1







  F(h)



  b,δhb =0







b=1



fb (hb + δhb )



fb (hb + δhb ) − fb (hb )  F  (δh, h).







Let |δh| be the number of non-zero entries in δh, evaluation of F  requires 2|δh| evaluations of f (·). By storing 3 Strictly speaking, ”summation” should be ”function of summation”. We use the former for simplicity.



1:initialize each column histogram cx with first r pixels r x 2:initialize histogram h = x=1 c  3:initialize function {db = fb (hb )}B b=1 and F = b db 4:for y = 1 to n − r 5: for x = 1 to n − r 6: foreach b ∈ δh(δh = cx+r−1 − cx−1 ) that δhb = 0 7: hb ← hb + δhb 8: F ← F + fb (hb ) − db 9: db ← fb (hb ) 10: end 11: write F to output image at (x, y) 12: end 13: update all column histograms cx by adding pixel at (x, y + r) and removing pixel at (x, y) 14:end Figure 2. Efficient histogram-based sliding window (EHSW-D).



and maintaining those values {db = fb (hb )}B b=1 , only |δh| evaluations of f are needed. EHSW-D Our first algorithm is denoted as EHSW-D (Efficient Histogram-based Sliding Window-Dense). Similarly as in [16], for each column x ∈ [1..n], a column histogram cx of r pixels is maintained. When the window slides by one column, the increment δh is computed as δh = c+ − c− , where c+ and c− are the new and old column histograms, respectively. The algorithm is summarized in Figure 2. Let tA be the computational cost of arithmetic operations (addition/substraction/compare) and tV the cost of evaluating f . The computational cost for each window is as follows: a column histogram has one pixel added and one pixel removed (2tA ) and h is updated via adding and removing a column histogram (2BtA ). In function evaluation, all bins are traversed (BtA ) but f is evaluated only for non-zero bins 2sr times (2srtV ). EHSW-S When B  r, most entries in c are zero and traversing the array to find non-zero entries becomes very inefficient. It is better to use a sparse structure that retains only non-zero entries in c. The sparse structure should allow efficient insertion, removal and query of a bin entry (sorting is not needed). A natural choice is to use a hash table with bin as key and its value as content. As insertion/removal involves expensive memory operations, we implement a specialized hash table that avoids such operations. A list of (bin, value) pairs is maintained for non-zero bins. B buckets are allocated in advance and each bucket holds a pointer pointing to the corresponding element in the list (the pointer corresponding to an empty bin is null). Bucket confliction never happens and query of a bin is done in O(1) time via its bucket pointer. As the list contains at most r pixels, we pre-allocate



Method EHSW-D EHSW-S Integral Distributive



Construct h (2 + 2B)tA (2 + (r + 6)c)tA 3BtA (2 + 2B)tA



Evaluate F BtA + 2srtV 2srtA + 2srtV BtV BtV



Table 2. Computational complexity (per window) of our methods, integral histogram [11] and distributive histogram [16]. tA and tV are the computational cost of arithmetic operation and f (·) evaluation, respectively. For different f (·), tV varies a lot and could be much more expensive than tA (see Table 1). s and c are image smoothness measurements, s ≤ 1, c ≤ 1.



and retain a buffer that holds r (bin, value) pairs. Consequently, insertion/removal directly fetches/returns memory units from/to the buffer (rtA /2, the average time of linear scanning r memory units) and updates the list pointers (2tA ) and bucket pointer (tA ). Compared to a standard STL hash map, our implementation is much faster even with a large r. The new algorithm using sparse representation is denoted as EHSW-S. It is slightly modified from EHSW-D in Figure 2 and its computational cost for each window is as follows: in histogram update (line 13), the pixel is firstly queried in the hash table (2tA for two pixels). Insertion or removal is invoked when the incremented bin does not exist or decremented bin becomes empty, i.e., when the added or removed pixel is different from all the other pixels in the column. Let c ∈ [0, 1](coherence) denote such probability, the cost of insertion and removal is then (r + 6)ctA ((r/2 + 3)ctA for one pixel). Note that c is different from s but their values are usually similar as observed in our experiments. In function evaluation, the two sparse column histograms are traversed separately (line 6-10 is repeated for cx+r and cx−1 ). Update of hb (line 7) and evaluation of f are performed 2sr times (2srtA and 2srtV , respectively). Computational Complexity Table 2 summarizes the computational complexity of several methods. We focus on the per window cost as it is the dominant factor. Integral histogram approach [11] computes each bin of the histogram with three arithmetic operations on an integral image. Distributive approach [16] constructs the histogram in the same way as EHSW-D. Both of them need to evaluate the objective function over all the histogram bins. To compare the running time of those methods, we perform synthetic experiments on a PC with a 2.83G Pentium 4 CPU and 2G memory. As performance of our methods depends on s,c, we fix s = c = 0.25 in the experiments. This is a reasonable setting as will be seen in real experiments. The image size is fixed as 512 × 512. The computational time of different objective functions, histogram dimensions and window sizes, is summarized in figures 3 and 4. From the computational complexity in Table 2 and running time in figures 3 and 4, we can draw several general



conclusions: 1) integral histogram is not advantageous for sliding window computation4 ; 2) EHSW becomes more advantageous as histogram dimension increases, i.e., when B is very small, Dist.>EHSW-D>EHSW-S; when B is large, EHSW-S>EHSW-D>Dist.; 3) EHSW becomes more advantageous as the objective function complexity increases (L1Norm → Entropy → SVM Chi-square). Note that the sparse representation used in EHSW-S could also be used in distributive approaches [22, 16]. However, it will not be as helpful as in our method because those approaches do not exploit the sparseness of histogram increment to update the objective function. Memory Complexity Integral histogram stores an integral image for each bin and consumes n2 B memory. Distributive histogram approach stores a histogram for each column with totally nB memory. Compared with distributive approach, our method stores additional B values {db }B b=1 . Therefore EHSW-D consumes (n + 1)B memory. For EHSW-S, each column histogram stores B buckets and a list buffer of r entries, with each entry consisting of a pair of values and a pointer. Therefore, the total memory is (n + 1)B + 3nr.



3.1. Extensions More window shapes For a non-square window of size rw × rh , the complexity factor r in Table 2 is reduced to min(rw , rh ) by sliding the window along the longer side, i.e., horizontally when rw > rh and vertically when rw < rh . The idea of incremental histogram construction is not limited to rectangular windows but can also be applied to other shapes [16]. Similarly, our method can also be extended to such windows. Extension of our method from 2D image to 3D video is also straightforward. Histograms on a spatial grid A histogram only loosely correlates the visual features with spatial coordinates. This loose relationship can be enhanced by splitting the window into a grid and computing a histogram for each cell [20]. The final objective function is the sum of functions defined on individual cells. This can be done by running multiple sliding windows separately for each cell and summing up the function values. Assuming all cells are of the same size, a better approach is to run only one sliding window. In this case, the histogram is constructed only once but multiple functions of different cells are evaluated simultaneously (line 8,9 in Figure 2 is repeated for each function). Each result is written to an output image with an offset (line 11) determined by the cell locations. 4 This is not a



criticism as integral histogram is much more general than computing histogram of a sliding window. Also integral histogram naturally allows a parallel computation while others do not due to their incremental manner.
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Figure 3. Running time with varying histogram dimension B and different objective functions. Note the logarithmic scale of both axes. Window size is fixed as r = 64. We do not test integral histogram approach when B > 1024 due to the physical memory limitation. EHSW-S is independent of B while other approaches have a linear dependency.
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Figure 4. Running time with varying window size r and different objective functions. Histogram dimension is fixed as B = 512, a typical size of an 83 color histogram or a visual word code book. Our methods are linear in r but still outperform other approaches. Pre-computation time of integral histogram is also shown for a reference.



4. Applications 4.1. Object Detection Computing a confidence map of object detection is important in computational models that combine multiple tasks and fuse contextual information [8, 12]. Hoiem et. al.’s method [8] requires that each task outputs intrinsic images. In object detection task, those are the confidence maps of individual objects. Heitz et. al. ’s approach [12] learns cascaded classification models. A high level classifier computes features directly on the confidence map of a low level object detector. Figure 5 shows exemplar results in our experiment. It is difficult to determine the accurate location/scale of individual objects from only local appearance. Exploiting contextual relationship is helpful to resolve such ambiguities. Support vector machine classification and bag of visual words model are leading techniques in object detection [5, 2]. A large code book and a complex kernel function typically give rise to good performance. Our method can compute a confidence map much more efficiently than other techniques in this setting. Experiment We use the challenging PASCAL VOC 2006 dataset [15] and test four object classes, i.e., person, motorbike, bicycle and horse, as their contextual relationships can often be observed, e.g., a person is above a motorbike or a horse. In this experiment, we aim to verify the efficiency of our method, and our implementation uses standard and state-



of-the-art techniques. The object is represented as image patches densely sampled at regular grid points [17, 2]. Each patch is described by its SIFT descriptor [9] and average RGB colors. The patches are quantized into a code book of K visual words created by k-means clustering on 250, 000 randomly selected patches. A 2 × 2 grid [20] is used to incorporate the spatial relation of the object parts and the object is represented as concatenation of histograms of visual words on the cells. An SVM classifier is trained using manually labeled object windows as positive examples and randomly sampled windows from negative images as negative examples. Performance Detection performance is measured by average precision (AP). It is the average of precisions at different levels of recall and used in PASCAL competition [15]. We tested different code book sizes and SVMs using a linear kernel and a non-linear χ2 kernel [2]. Results are reported in Figure 6. We can draw two conclusions: 1) A χ2 kernel significantly outperforms a linear kernel; 2) Increasing the code book size improves the performance as a small size code book has too coarse quantization and lacks discriminability. In our experiments, performance stops increasing after K reaches 1600. Using K = 1600 and χ2 kernel, our method (EHSWS) is significantly faster than distributive approach [16]. The speedup factor depends on the image smoothness and is from tens to hundreds in our experiments. Statistics of smoothness values and speedup factors of 2686 test images, as well as several example images, are illustrated in Figure
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Figure 5. Top: detected objects of different locations/scales. Bottom: confidence maps of different objects.
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Figure 6. Average precisions of ‘motorbike’(left) and ‘horse’(right) classes. Class ‘bicycle’ has a similar performance as ‘motorbike’. For ‘person’ class, the best AP is 0.049 with K = 1600 and a non-linear kernel. Our implementation uses standard ingredients and achieves comparable performance in PASCAL 2006 detection competition [15].



7. For an image size of about 300 × 300, a window size of 140 × 60 and an SVM with 1000 support vectors, our method typically takes a few seconds to generate a confidence map. The optimal code book size is affected by the patch descriptor. With high dimensional and more informative patch descriptors, a large code book is required, e.g., the performance of object detection experiments in [10] keeps increasing even when K reaches 10, 000. Our method would be more advantageous in such a setting. The non-linear kernel (χ2 ) evaluation has a complexity linear in the number of support vectors. Recently Maji et. al. [21] developed approximation technique that reduces this linearity to a constant. Therefore non-linear kernel classification becomes much faster at the cost of inexact evaluation. Their technique is complementary to our method and can be easily combined.



4.2. Object Tracking Local tracking methods using color histogram [6, 18] have demonstrated good performance when the target has small frame-to-frame motion. Nevertheless, they are prone to failure in case of fast motion and distracting background



s=0.327, speedup = 47 Figure 7. Top left: distribution of smoothness measurements s and c. Top right: distribution of speedup factors of our method EHSWS over distributive approach [16]. Bottom: three test images, their visual word maps and statistics.



clutter. Full frame tracking can solve these problems with exhaustive search in the entire frame. However, previous such approaches [11, 3, 25, 16] need to use small size features when a high running performance is required. Our method can achieve high running performance using both full frame search and more effective high dimensional histogram features. This is illustrated in a challenging example shown in Figure 8. The three target skiers are similar, moving fast and occluding each other. The background also contains similar colors. There are a lot of local optima that will fail local tracking methods. In full frame tracking, we compare results using a 163 RGB histogram [6] and a 16 bins intensity histogram.5 The likelihood maps are displayed in the middle and bottom row in Figure 8, respectively, with the best 10 local optima (dashed rectangles) overlayed. To identify the effectiveness of using different features, each local optimum is labeled as correct (red rectangles) if its overlap with ground truth is more than 50%, or wrong (green rectangles) otherwise. 5 We have also tried the 16 bins histogram in hue channel as used in [16], but the result is worse than that of using intensity.
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Figure 8. A tracking example of 250 frames. Top: ground truth tracking results of the right skier (yellow rectangles). Middle: likelihood maps using 163 bins RGB histogram. Bottom: likelihood maps using 16 bins intensity histogram. On each likelihood map, 10 best local optima are overlayed and labeled as correct (red dashed rectangles) or wrong (green dashed rectangles) based on their overlap with ground truth.



As can be clearly observed, the intensity histogram poorly discriminates the target (right skier) from the background and generates noisy likelihood maps with many false local optima. The color histogram generates cleaner likelihood maps with better local optima. The average numbers of correct local optima per frame using color and intensity histograms are 4.0 and 1.8, respectively. Performance With intensity histogram, both distributive approach [16] and EHSW-S run at high frame rates, 60 and 50 fps (frames per second), respectively. With color histogram, distributive approach slows down to 0.3 fps while EHSW-S still runs in real time 25 fps, obtaining 83 times speedup. Bhattacharyya similarity [6] is used as likelihood. We have also tested L1(2) norms but found they are worse than Bhattacharyya similarity. The image size is 320 × 240, target size is 53 × 19 and average sparseness value is s = 0.27, c = 0.29 for color histogram. Discussion It is worth noting that the global optima are wrong on some frames even using color histogram. This indicates the insufficiency of only searching the global optimum on each frame. A solution is to impose the temporal smoothness constraint and find an optimal object path across frames via dynamic programming [3, 25], using local optima on each frame as object candidates. With such global optimization technique, better local optima are more likely to generate correct results. Using color histograms, there are 14 frames where the correct object is missed, i.e.,



none of the 10 best local optima is correct, mostly due to occlusion (e.g., frame 198 in Figure 8). While intensity histogram is used, this number is 35.



4.3. Feature Entropy for Image Saliency Analysis Image saliency analysis problem is to find visually informative parts in images. It is important in object detection, recognition and image understanding. Many methods have been proposed in the literature (see [23] for a review) while the task still remains very challenging. Entropy is the randomness of a distribution and can serve as an information measurement of visual features. It is directly used as image saliency in [7] and can be combined with other methods, e.g., the multi-cue learning framework [24]. Our method can compute an entropy map efficiently. We tested a subset of images from the public data set [24] using 162 bins ab color histogram and 16 bins intensity histogram. We observed that the result using color histogram is clearly more visually informative than that using intensity histogram in most images. A few examples are shown in Figure 4.3. It is worth noting that using color histogram is not only better, but also faster with our method as the image smoothness is stronger in the color space. Most of the test images have the sparseness value s ∈ [0.03, 0.1] for color histogram and our method is much faster than distributive approach [16].
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